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Mobile application development processes have become very
important with the increasing use of mobile devices.
Android and IOS operating systems, which are the most
preferred mobile operating systems, have different
development tools and software languages. Developing and
testing and debugging the same application separately for
each platform with development tools can lead to time loss
and high maintenance costs. Cross-platform software that
provides testing and development for different operating
systems at the same time offer an alternative structure to
these processes. Cross-platform software accelerates
software processes and provides advantages by reducing
application development costs. The comparison of Flutter
and React Native, which are cross-platform development
software will be presented in this study.

Artan mobil cihaz kullanımı ile birlikte mobil uygulamaları
geliştirme süreçleri de oldukça önemli hale gelmiştir. Mobil
işletim sistemlerinden en çok tercih edilen Android ve IOS
işletim sistemleri farklı geliştirme araçları ve yazılım
dillerine sahiptir. Geliştirme araçları ile her platform için
ayrı olarak, aynı uygulamayı geliştirmek ve test ederek
yayınlamak zaman kaybına ve yüksek bakım maliyetlerine
yol açabilmektedir. Farklı işletim sistemleri için aynı anda
test ve geliştirme olanağı sağlayan çapraz yazılım
platformları bu süreçlere alternatif yapı sunmaktadır.
Çapraz yazılım platformları yazılım süreçlerini
hızlandırırken,
uygulama
geliştirme
maliyetlerini
düşürerek avantajlar sağlamaktadır. Bu çalışmada çapraz
yazılım geliştirme platformlarından olan Flutter ve React
Native’in karşılaştırılması sunulacaktır.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many options to develop mobile applications that have become an important part of
our lives nowadays (Keskin & Kılınç, 2015). Although there are different mobile operating
systems, basically the most preferred mobile operating systems are Android and IOS
operating systems (Goadrich & Rogers, 2011). Development tools of these platforms are
Android Studio and Xcode (Vilček & Jakopec, 2017). Xcode and Android Studio development
tools differ from each other in that they support different software languages and have
different interfaces. Java or Kotlin languages are used for Android development, while
Objective-C or Swift software languages are used for IOS. It can take a lot of time to use these
software languages and adapt to these development environments. Developing and testing
the same application by separately using these development tools for each platform can result
in a lot of time loss and high maintenance costs (Kaur & Mishra, 2019).
Cross-platform methods that emerged to support all platforms with a single code for an
application created using different tools have become quite popular for this reason (Yatsenko
vd., 2019). Cross-platform support is used for applications that can run on at least two
operating systems. Xamarin, Ionic, Adobe Phonegap, React Native, Flutter development
platforms are examples of cross-platform methods (Gerasimov, Bilovol, & Ivanova, 2015;
Packer vd., 2019; Yatsenko vd., 2019).
Xamarin is a cross-platform structure for developing mobile applications using the C#
language with the Visual Studio development kit. The company was founded with the same
name in 2011 and acquired by Microsoft in 2016. It offers developers a wide variety of tools
that can be used for cross-platform mobile application development, it is widely used today,
especially for Android applications. (Javatpoint, 2020). The World Bank, Storyo were
Developed by APX Xamarin. It is a cross-platform development method based on Ionic,
Angular Js and Apache Cordova. It was first used in 2013 (Devnot, 2020). It is possible to
develop hybrid applications with open source ionic using HTML and Javascript. It allows
development for both IOS and Android operating systems. Sworkit, Justwatch, Mclaren
Automotive, Diesel, Chefsteps are some of the applications developed with Ionic coding. It
works with Adobe Phonegap, HTML, CSS and Javascript technologies. It is developed on
Apache Cordova architecture. It is a cross-platform application development platform first
founded by Nitobi company in 2011 and later acquired by Adobe (PhoneGap, 2012). It is one
of the open source mobile development platforms. Some of the applications developed with
Phonegap include Wikipedia, Tripcase, Healthtap. Flutter allows for creating cross-platform
applications. It is also a software development tool that can output close to Native for Android
and IOS (Zammetti, 2019). It is a software development platform that is being developed by
Google acquired without any fee and whose popularity is increasing day by day (Trends,
2020b). React Native is a Javascript-based structure that enables cross-platform application
development for mobile devices and can execute close to Native like Flutter. Although it is
open source and free, an application can be developed for IOS and Android with a single
coding with state management and with plugins (Eisenman, 2015).
Popular applications shared in Flutter's development library are The New York Times,
Alibaba, Google Ads, eBay, Groupon, Tencent, Square, Google Assistant, Baidu, Philips Hue,
Groupon (Dev, 2020). The main popular applications shared in React Native's development
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library are Facebook, Facebook Manager Ads, Facebook Analytics, Instagram, Skype, Oculus,
Uber Eats, Walmart, Pinterest, Tesla, Wix.com, Tencent QQ, Adidas, GLITCH (Development,
2020). In this study, React Native and Flutter two methods which are supported by Google
and Facebook, among the above-mentioned development methods which have recently
become very popular, were compared. Basic information about the platforms will be shared
in the first part; the languages and tools used will be compared in the second part. The
advantageous features and missing aspects of these two platforms will be examined in the
third part.
2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
2.1. React Native
React Native was first introduced in 2015 and it continues to be developed (Native, 2020). In
2015, this rapidly developing open source platform was added to the favorite list by over
30,000 programmers on GitHub. (Team, 2020). This platform, based on Javascript, was built
on the React framework created for the development of web pages and applications can be
developed for both IOS and Android operating systems. (Occhino, 2020). The design scheme
is specified in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Structural Framework of React Native (Frachet, 2020)
A programmer can start developing a new application with any javascript supporting IDE
(Integrated development environment). Many IDEs have javascript support. Applications are
tested with support from the simulators of third source software in the development
environment such as expo, IOS and Android.
2.2. Flutter
Flutter was introduced at "Google Developer Days" in 2018. It is an open source and free
mobile development SDK developed and supported by Google, used to develop apps for
Android and IOS, as well as the primary method of building apps for the Google Fuchsia
operating system (Developers, 2018; Singh & Bhardwaj, 2019). Flutter is built in C / C ++ in
Dart languages and uses the Skia Graphics Engine. The design scheme is specified in Figure 2.
It is using Dart programming language. Applications are developed with objects called
widgets. Applications with "Material Design" and "Cupertino" objects can be compiled for
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both Android and IOS operating systems at once without changing the platform independent
emulator. With its popularity on GitHub where more than 100 million open source projects
are shared, it has an extremely high tendency among mobile software developers (GitHub,
2020). Data in an application can be checked by means of state management (Kuzmin,
Ignatiev, & Grafov, 2020).

Figure 2. Flutter's structural framework (Architecture, 2020)
3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS METHODOLOGY
3.1. Interest of Developers
In Stackoverflow (Vasilescu, Filkov, & Serebrenik, 2013), a forum site where software
developers exchange ideas with each other, discuss and ask questions, the result for the
programming language they like according to the interest of the programmers is shared in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Ranking among the most popular programming languages (Stackoverflow, 2019)
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According to the ranking result in Figure 3, Flutter, React Native and Xamarin, which are
among the cross-platform structures, have entered the list. While Flutter ranked first with
75.4% among cross-platform structures, React Native ranked second among these platforms
with 62.5% and made a big difference to Xamarin, which ranked third with 48.3%. In addition,
according to this list, these two platforms among other structures were among the top 10.
The graph of the search for React Native and Flutter in all categories on Google.com in the last
12 months is shared in Figure 4.

Figure 4. React Native vs Flutter search comparison on Google (Trends, 2020b)
The interest shown in Flutter and React Native in the last year is shared in Figure 4. According
to this, the numbers show search interest globally in the last year relative to the highest point
on the chart. A value of 100 is that the term has the highest popularity. A value of 50 means
that the term is half as popular as. A value of 0 means that there is not enough data for this
term. While the search frequencies of Flutter and React Native have been close to each other
since September 2019, the search frequency of Flutter has increased more in the last 9 months.
Ups and downs are observed in the React Native graph. In parallel with the React Native
graph, Flutter graph that has an increasing search frequency draws attention.
Comparing the tags opened on the Stackoverflow website; The result of Ionic, React Native,
Flutter and Xamarin comparison is as in Figure 5. There is an average of 1500 questions
difference between Flutter and its closest follower, React Native. Although Flutter was
released 2 years after React Native, it quickly closed the gap with the increase in the number
of users it gained and entered the race.

Figure 5. Stackoverflow Tag Benchmark (Trends, 2020a)
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3.2. Structure and Concepts in Flutter
Each structure is considered as a class and applications are developed with object-oriented
programming in Flutter. Classes are associated with objects defined as "Widgets" by taking
values (property) defined in Flutter's own library.

Figure 6. Sample code in Flutter
The body object (Widget) is created from the Center class as indicated in Figure 6. It is
associated with the Text (Widget) object while passing Center class to the child property.
However, the "Hello world" expression in the page title has been transferred to the Text object
as a value. By assigning the TextStyle object (Widget) to the style property of the Text object;
widget-class-property structures in nested form, applications can be developed within an
object-oriented framework. (Payne, 2019). There are hundreds of objects such as Body, Text,
Image, Row, Column, Icon, Scaffold, Container. (Cheng, 2019).
3.3. Using Variables
It contains two extra features in addition to the variable definition used in the classical
programming approach in terms of variable definition.
3.4. Var Using
This data type has no specific value. The desired variable can be assigned bool, integer, char
and so on. Example usage is indicated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Sample code for var
3.5. Dynamic Usage
This data type has a variable structure. The variable type created with Dynamic is first
assigned an integer type value. During use, the value can be transferred to the string data type
later (data types such as string, the integer is exemplified because they are commonly used
data types. This is valid for all data types supported by Dart.) Example usage is indicated in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Sample code for dynamic
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3.6. Control and Loop Structures
While commonly used control and loop structures such as if, if else, while, do can also be used
in dart language, they support the "ternary if" structure since it was developed from the C
programming language. In Figure 9, classical if usage and in Figure 10 an example of using
"ternary if" are shared.

Figure 9. Classic if usage

Figure 10. Usage of ternary if
3.7. Lists
There is no array-like structure definition in Dart language, instead list structure is used. The
list structure is basically used in 2 different ways.
1. Fixed length
2. Dynamic structure
The list structure can contain variable data types according to the assigned value and must be
sequential. In addition, it includes ready-made methods for performing operations such as
adding and deleting data. An example of using List is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Usage of list
3.8. Set Structure
It is used to store more than one data like list and has the same properties as list. The difference
from list is that it is unordered and does not contain 2 identical elements (Unique). The set and
list definition code sample are shared in the Figure 12. The screenshot after sample run is
presented in the Figure 13.

Figure 12. Usage of set and list
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Figure 13. Output about using set and list
3.9. Usage of Lambda Functions
Every function in the Dart language is also an object. Frequently used functions that have no
names are also called lambda functions. Example usage is shown in Figure 14. The screenshot
of the sample code is run is shared in Figure 15.

Figure 14. Usage of Lambda

Figure 15. Output of Lambda function
3.10. Substructure
Flutter is an SDK that offers reactive programming (Cosmina, 2020). Its objects through
communication with local hardware do not need another library. Dart code is compiled
directly into local machine code. This situation is indicated in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Flutter Running Architecture (Architecture, 2020)
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3.11. Structure and Concepts in React Native
While developing applications with React Native, structures called components are used.
Components such as Text, View, Button, Image, TextInput can be given as examples of these
structures. These components can be customized just as they were designed while developing
the web interface. A sample React Native code block using View, text, image, scrollview,
textinput objects is shared in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Sample code for React Native
The creation and arrangement of components are structurally similar to HTML. For example,
View component has a similar structure with "div" tags in Html. These components can be
customized just like Html. Libraries of these customized components can also be used in
different projects.
Component equivalents of the basic React Native components by platforms are given in Table
1 below.
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Table 1. Comparing React Native components with other platforms
React Native
Components

Android

IOS

Web

Description

<View>

<ViewGroup>

<UIView>

<div>

Style is the non-scrolling component
that includes other components that
support editing accessibility controls.

<Text>

<TextView>

<UITextView>

<textarea>

It is a styled component that can be
added to show text.

<Image>

<ImageView>

<UIImageView>

<img>

For displaying different types of
images.

<TextInput>

<EditText>

<UITextField>

<input
type=”text”>

It is a component that provides text
input to the user.

<ScrollView>

<ScrollView>

<UIScrollView>

<div>

Style is the scroll-enabled component
that includes other components that
support editing accessibility controls.

3.12. Using Variables
React Native is not structurally a software language. It is basically a framework created by
Javascript. Therefore, the use of variables is similar to Javascript. Within React Native
functions, variables can be assigned similarly to the Flutter by using both "var" and "let"
structures. The difference between var and let is that variables defined with let can only be
accessed within the block they are in. There is an example of let usage in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Usage of Var and Let
Apart from var and let there is also a const. It is not possible to assign a variable to a variable
created with Const. Figure 19 shows an example of const usage.

Figure 19. Example usage of the Const
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State structure is used to store data in React Native components, except let, var, const, which
are used for variable definitions.
3.13. Arrow Functions
The standardized version of the javascript language called ECMAScript is used in React Native
projects. With ECMAScript 6, arrow functions called arrrow functions, which are alternative
to functions, have been added. Different from the standard functions, the expression in Figure
20 is used instead of the function expression used in each definition in arrow functions. Arrow
functions can be useful if the function content will not be used after processing the line found.

Figure 20. Arrow Function
3.14. Setup
First of all, by installing Android Studio or Visual Studio Code for the installation of Flutter;
The preferred editor for the coding interface is loaded. In the next step, the installation is
completed by loading the Flutter components into the editor. There is a module with the given
name Flutter Doctor, deficiencies or errors in the installation program can be viewed at any
time from the terminal.
In order to develop applications in React Native, it is possible to start developing and testing
online on the "expo.snack.io" web page without any installation. Apart from this, by installing
the necessary React Native components, development can be made on Windows, Linux and
Mac operating systems using Android and IOS simulators for testing.
For example, project creation and initialization are as follows.
React Native
$ npx react-native init yeniUygulama
$ cd yeniUygulama
3.15. Support and Communities
Flutter has been following an increasing trend on Google and Github in a short 2-year period
since 2018 (GitHub, 2020; Trends, 2020b). It is open source and distributed without any fee.
The developer of Android is powered by Google.
1. There are tens of thousands of questions and answers in its own help library on GitHub,
Stackoverflow. Questions are exchanged and various methods are discussed between
developers and beginners (GitHub, 2020).
2. There are more than 980,000 students and 140 courses for Flutter on Udemy (Courses, 2020).
3. Flutter works gained popularity among developers in less than 2 years, getting over 93,200
stars on Github (Issues, 2020).
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4. Flutter provides support in its own library and website.
3.16. Common Features of Flutter and React Native
1. They can be developed easily in Windows, Linux or MAC environment. It is sufficient to
have any of these 3 operating systems installed on the desktop or laptop computer where it
will be installed.
2. They have a rich widget library used in Android-IOS platforms by supporting the modern
react-style structure with mobile-first support (Flutter, 2018).
3. It has a real-time compilation feature called "Hot Reload" that is not available in many
development environments. With "Hot Reload", the developer is designing or coding the
application; the changes made in real-time can be viewed on the application (Payne, 2019).
As a result of the researches conducted within the scope of the study, the results of the
comparison of Flutter and React Native, which are cross-software development platforms,
based on 6 different titles are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Flutter vs React Native Comparison
Flutter

React Native

Software Languages Used

Dart

Javascript

Development Environment

Windows, Mac OS, Linux

Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Online

Hot Reload Support

Supported

Supported

Supported Operating Systems

Android, Ios and Windows

Android, Ios and Windows

3rd Party Library Software Support

A few

A lot

Simple ‘Helle World’ applications size

4.7 MB

7 MB

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As a result of this research, it has been determined that both platforms have useful aspects,
any platform does not have a predominant advantage over the other. The number of users of
these two open source applications is increasing day by day (Trends, 2020b). It is seen that
React Native's development environment is more advantageous compared to Flutter in the
areas of preparation of the development environment, online application development, editor
diversity, the ability to use the platform without learning a new language for those who know
the Javascript language, diversity for ready-to-use components and accessible resources. It is
clear that Flutter's three-stage test system is more useful in terms of the application size taking
up less space, being faster at the first opening of the application, and increasing the usage
trends of the developers. Although they have structural differences, it is possible to develop
mobile applications for Android and IOS with these two platforms. While developing
applications on both sides, making use of the "Hot Reload" feature provides both time saving
and functionality for the developer. Both applications support all currently used operating
systems. The dimensions of the applications created according to native applications on both
platforms are more. However, considering the ability to develop both IOS and Android
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applications at the same time on both platforms, the size of the applications created can be
ignored.
Considering the popularity of Javascript in today's world, regarding the difficulties or
problems encountered while learning a language or developing an application. Responses to
the questions asked on the software forums are faster in React Native and it is ahead of Flutter
in this regard (Stackoverflow, 2020). The Dart language used in Flutter (for someone who
knows at least one of the object-oriented programming languages such as C #, C ++ or Java) is
very easy to learn. React Native uses the JavaScript language known and used by many users.
React Native is highly dependent on third-party software. When developers want to use native
modules (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, SMS, etc.), they may have to use third-party libraries. On the
Flutter side, dependency on third-party software is less on to the widgets (device API access,
navigation, etc.) (Cheng, 2019). In terms of corporate support, React Native has been
supported by Facebook since 2015 (Eisenman, 2015). Flutter has been supported by Google
since 2018 and continues to develop like React Native (Boukhary & Colmenares, 2019). They
do not have any major advantages or weaknesses against each other in terms of institutional
support. As a result, it is not possible to talk about a significant superiority between these twocross platform development software. These two development environments, which are
renewed day by day and increase the number of users, can be preferred by programmers. With
these two development environments, it is possible to produce applications for different
platforms by saving time.
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